Data Protection
That Meets The Needs of a
Distributed Workforce
Case Study - Athena Health Care Systems

Background

PROFILE

Athena Health Care Systems is a Connecticut-based management
company that provides quality health services and manages nursing
facilities located in Connecticut, Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
With over 6,000 employees their managed facilities oﬀer short-term
rehabilitation, long-term, respite, and hospice care.

With Infrascale, you get an
easy to use backup solution
at an affordable price.”
Angel Andrews,
IT Manager at Athena HealthCare Systems

Industry: Healthcare services &
management
Company Size: Over 6,000 employees
Location: Connecticut

CHALLENGES
•
•
•
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Finding reliable data protection
that’s easy to use
Protecting a distributed workforce
HIPAA compliant

Business Challenge

SOLUTION

Finding Reliable Data Protection That’s
Easy to Use
A top priority for Athena Health Care systems included ﬁnding a backup
solution that was reliable, scalable, and easy to use. Key requirements
included protecting physical servers and a distributed workforce. One of
Athena’s Health Care System’s acquisitions had been using Infrascale’s
Data Protection cloud software as their direct to cloud backup solution
and after a trial, they were impressed with how easy the Data Protection
cloud was to manage and how reliable it was during restores. They
decided to deploy it across the entire company and have been using the
data protection cloud for the past 4 years.

How Athena Health Care Systems
Uses Infrascale
Athena Heath Care Systems uses the Data Protection Cloud (DPC)
software to protect ﬁles on their physical servers and their mobile
endpoints, including desktops and laptops. Angel Andrews, IT Manager at
Athena HealthCare Systems said, “The length of backups is
unprecedented. What I love is that even if you make changes to a ﬁle, you
can granularly search and retrieve the original ﬁle. No other solution
oﬀers that. ” He added, “Whenever I’ve had to do a restore, it’s been
100% reliable.”
For Angel Andrews, ease of use is a top priority for any solution his
department uses and the Data Protection Cloud continues to deliver the
“set it and forget it” promise. Complimenting DPC’s powerful feature set
is its aﬀordability, which ﬁts in nicely with Athena’s budget.

Success and Plans for the Future
The Data Protection Cloud has been a perfect direct to cloud backup
solultion for Athena HealthCare System’s needs, which is why they
deployed it across their entire company and companies they’ve acquired.
Angel added, “With Infrascale, you get an easy to use backup solution at
an aﬀordable price.”

Deployed Infrascale’s Data Protection
Cloud Software on Windows physical
servers, desktops, and laptops.

RESULTS
•
•
•

Fast and reliable backup and
recovery
Easy to deploy and manage
Meets all compliance requirements

The length of
backups is
unprecedented. What
I love is that even if
you make changes to
a file, you can
granularly search and
retrieve the original
file. No other solution
offers that.”
Angel Andrews,
IT Manager at Athena Health Care Systems
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